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1. Introduction

1.1

This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been prepared to provide guidance
and further detail on the use and development of land located between the A6 and the
River Derwent at Belper, as outlined in figure 1. The SPD area is within Belper and the
Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site (WHS) as well as the Belper and Milford
Conservation Area. The area covered by the SPD is determined within the context of the
policies of the adopted Amber Valley Borough Local Plan 2006 contained in Appendix 1,
and comprises of:
A. Land to the north and south of Derwent Street, which is the subject of Local Plan
Policy ER1c.
B. Land to the south of the ER1c allocation, which currently includes a Morrison’s
supermarket and the B & M Homestore, together with land and buildings which
front on to Bridge Street/Chapel Street, all of which is subject to Local Plan Policy
TC1.
C. Land outside the built up area of Belper, identified as Belper Meadows under Local
Plan Policy LC4.

1.2

This SPD provides guidance that supplements these policies set out in the Amber Valley
Borough Local Plan 2006. The SPD takes the form of a Development Brief and as such
provides comprehensive and detailed guidance required by Policy ER1c for the land that
is allocated for mixed-use development in this location. The SPD sets out the key
planning considerations for any proposed development or use of land. These are:
•
•

1.3

Essential Design Requirements R1-R9, and
Other Essential and Desirable key planning requirements R10 – R51.

The requirements include guidance on desirable activities and land uses that may
support the overall planning of the area and could assist the developer in achieving the
type of development best suited to this part of Belper.
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1.4

The Council will require any prospective developer to prepare a masterplan for the ER1c
allocation that demonstrates how the requirements in this SPD can be met and how the
proposals will be delivered (see R12). Figure 1 outlines the extent of the area covered by
this SPD and Local Plan policy ER1c. The SPD has been informed by:
•
•
•
•
•

•

1

The latest national and local policies, which apply to the area including the National
Planning Policy Framework.
Consideration of design throughout the process to ensure there is clarity as to what
would be acceptable within the wider setting of Belper.
Comprehensive consultation with and engagement of local people and
organisations.
A review of all other evidence and background material, including the Amber Valley
Retail Study 2011.
A Character Appraisal of the SPD area in relation to the Belper and Milford
Conservation Area and the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site that forms a
baseline assessment of the development area (included in Appendix 2).
A Design Review undertaken by OPUN1 Design Review Panel.

www.opun.org.uk
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2. The Design Led Approach

2.1

In the National Planning Policy Framework2 (NPPF)(paragraphs 56-58), the
Government states that it attaches great importance to the design of the built
environment. It sees good design as a key aspect of sustainable development,
indivisible from good planning, which should contribute positively to making places
better for people. It is important to plan positively for the achievement of high quality
and inclusive design for all development, including individual buildings, public and
private spaces and wider area development schemes. This SPD / Development Brief
develops robust and comprehensive requirements that set out the quality of
development that will be expected for the area. They have been based on stated
objectives for the future of the area and an understanding and evaluation of its
defining characteristics.

2.2

Belper is a historic town and the area covered by this SPD is located within the
Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site (WHS) as well as the Belper and Milford
Conservation Area. NPPF paragraph 126 recognises that heritage assets are an
irreplaceable resource, and that opportunities should be made to draw on the
contribution made by the historic environment to the character of a place.
Development or other proposals that could cause substantial harm to the WHS
‘Outstanding Universal Value’ will not be acceptable. NPPF paragraph 137 states that
local planning authorities should look for opportunities for new development within
Conservation Areas and World Heritage Sites …and that schemes that make a positive
contribution to or better reveal the significance of the asset should be treated
favourably. To ensure a favourable scheme comes forward, and to respect the
Government’s call for good design within the context of designated historic assets, a
design-led approach has been adopted. The Character Appraisal in Appendix 2 should
be read alongside this SPD; it has identified the key features of the area, where
importance should be attached to existing buildings, and has brought together the
design requirements that, if applied properly, should result in development which is
acceptable in this setting.

2

http://www.communities.gov.uk/publications/planningandbuilding/nppf
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2.3

In accordance with the requirements in this SPD, a masterplan for the allocated land off
Derwent Street (Local Plan policy ER1c) should be prepared by any prospective
developer. A masterplan should demonstrate how it aims to meet the criteria contained
within this SPD. The masterplan should show the land uses and phases of development
anticipated and timescales necessary to achieve the overall development. Importantly
the masterplan should use the Character Appraisal as evidence to justify its proposals,
and demonstrate protection of heritage assets. The masterplan should be prepared in a
collaborative way, and continuing the community engagement undertaken as part of
this SPD preparation.

2.4

The masterplan will form the basis of any planning application and should set out the
type and location of the proposals, and therefore should be accompanied by a Design &
Access Statement. Early discussion is encouraged and as such a Design Review that
includes independent heritage expertise is expected at the pre-application stage to test
the overall quality of the scheme. As viability is essential, early dialogue should ensure
all options are considered in the presentation of the design.

Essential Requirements: Design
R1

The SPD area must be planned legibly and to a scale and massing that is
appropriate to its setting and character. A masterplan for the site allocated
under Local Plan Policy ER1c will be required at the pre-application stage. The
masterplan should be prepared in collaboration with the local community.
Within the overall context of the SPD, the masterplan will need to reflect the
following Design Requirements R.2 to R.9, as well as demonstrate viability of
the overall scheme.

R2

The promotion of a mixed-use scheme that respects and recognises the
heritage of the area and its proximity to the open countryside. The location of
the site is within the Belper and Milford Conservation Area and the Derwent
Valley Mills World Heritage Site. The scale and massing of future development
should respect the sensitive location of the site so as not to conflict or compete
with the historic mills and factories. Existing valued development should where
possible be retained and enhanced, and degraded land or buildings enhanced
in keeping with the Conservation Area and the Outstanding Universal Value of
the World Heritage Site.
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R3

Design solutions should be adopted that respect the site’s setting in relation to
the River Derwent floodplain and incorporate solutions into the design that
assist with flood risk management, such as sustainable urban drainage, and
rainwater harvesting. The masterplan should evidence how sustainable
construction methods, water and energy efficiency are taken into account that
will complement, not compromise the overall design vision. Buildings and
spaces should be designed to modern use standards and be sufficiently robust
to adapt to alternative future uses.

R4

A legible network of streets should be created together with quality open
spaces that are green and rural in character. The existing formal and informal
open space at the Meadows should be maintained and enhanced. New
landscaping and native planting where provided should be informal in
character. Where possible, opportunities should be provided to integrate the
Meadows with the town centre, including complementary views and glimpses
into and out of the site and along access points. The relationship of buildings
needs careful consideration to ensure that the public realm is coherent and
legible and forms a sensitive continuation of existing townscape character.

R5

The connections both visually and physically between the town centre and the
site should be strengthened, and the site should be seen as providing
opportunities to diversify and enhance the general activity being offered in the
whole of the town centre.

R6

Access to the site and through the town centre (particularly on the A6) by
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists should present a solution to movement as
well as ensuring the scale is in keeping with its street character, not only to
move traffic but also to allow opportunities for shared use of the space. Car
parking and accommodation of coaches in the site should be managed
sensitively and provide good access to the site for visitors. New public rights of
way should be provided and pedestrian links prioritised from Bridge Street
through to the Meadows and to the open countryside, taking advantage of the
historic Strutt carriageway and the opportunities to link to the Derwent Valley
Heritage Way and to the wider Public Rights of Way and Greenway networks.

6

R7

New development should aim to reflect the existing contrast between the
historic industrial and commercial buildings and the smaller scale residential
buildings that adjoin them. The new development should be visually attractive
as a result of good architecture that is complementary and sensitive to
established adjoining areas. The horizontal character of the new retail
development to the south of the land allocated under Policy ER1c should not
be taken as a guide for future development.

R8

Boundaries should be planned sensitively in terms of scale and building,
boundary and public realm materials should respect the historic examples used
locally.

R9

New or adapted development should be designed for all to use and promote
community inclusion and cohesion.

7

3.

Issues Addressed by the SPD

3.1

The SPD area is covered by a number of designations associated with the built, natural
and historic character of Belper, which whilst setting out a more complex framework for
new development to be considered against, also presents opportunities for
development and other benefits for the town and its people.

3.2

The World Heritage Site (WHS)

3.2.1 UNESCO inscribed the Derwent Valley Mills on the World Heritage List in 2001. The
Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the Site was defined when the mills were
inscribed. The UNESCO World Heritage Committee recorded that the criteria for the
OUV were met for the following reasons:
•

•

C (ii) The Derwent Valley saw the birth of the factory system, when new types of
building were erected to house the new technology for spinning cotton developed
by Richard Arkwright in the early 19th century.
C (iv) In the Derwent Valley for the first time there was large-scale industrial
production in a hitherto rural landscape. The need to provide housing and other
facilities for workers and managers resulted in the creation of the first modern
industrial towns.

3.2.2 The WHS values the relationship and interdependence of its elements and this has been
considered further by means of the Character Appraisal (Appendix 2). There are
attributes of the WHS that relate to its historical industrial development. The WHS also
values the ‘cultural landscape’ of the area. The Belper and Milford Conservation Area
also gives planning protection to a large part of the WHS in Belper.

3.2.3 Development relating to the World Heritage Site’s core story – the creation of the
factory system through the harnessing of waterpower, and associated innovations in the
textile industry –helps in strengthening the public’s understanding of why the mills and
associated infrastructure in the Derwent Valley are inscribed as a World Heritage Site.
Schemes that harness water power would be considered. Other proposals for
harnessing a wider range of renewable energy may be possible provided they do not
complicate the message from the WHS and thus impact negatively on the OUV.
3.2.4 There is the opportunity to provide development or introduce uses that relate to the
site’s original basis of harnessing water-based energy; for example generating, carrying
out research and development or manufacturing related products.
8

3.2.5 Development should create new links and open up views of the other elements of the
WHS, including the river valley. It should create new linkages through the enhancement
of existing formal and informal recreational use, to WHS attractions thereby deriving
economic benefits in terms of retail and tourist uses.
3.2.6 The special requirements of the World Heritage Site provide an anchor point to steer
how future development can be designed and embedded into the existing historic fabric
of Belper. The SPD establishes design principles and guidelines to determine the final
outcome of the development. Good design embraces the fundamentals of good place
making as well as retaining the historic character of Belper. Modern construction and
design methods will add economic value to the development if applied sensitively.
3.3

Regeneration

3.3.1 Development of the allocated land at Derwent Street under Policy ER1c and other
opportunities elsewhere will regenerate this part of Belper, creating employment and
economic activity. Some retail development would be appropriate and there are also
likely to be opportunities for housing, leisure, tourism and other employment uses.
Development will require investment that has the potential to fund other related
benefits where this is viable.
3.4

Traffic and Movement

3.4.1 Traffic using the A6 (Bridge Street / Chapel Street) has an environmental and economic
impact on the town and creates poor conditions for pedestrians using or crossing Bridge
Street. Development within the SPD area will require good road access and is also likely
to increase traffic in this part of Belper and in the local network generally.
3.5

Links to the Valley

3.5.1 The river valley is an important part of the setting of Belper as well as providing a place
for recreation and wildlife. There are several pedestrian links to the Meadows and the
river valley from the town centre. However, these access points do not encourage
people to find them and use them. It is important to find ways of improving access and
encouraging beneficial use of the Meadows.

9

3.6

Recreation

3.6.1 The Meadows provide an extensive area that is used for both informal and formal
recreation. A number of sports clubs with associated pitches and facilities are located
there. The clubs are seeking to expand and improve. However, the Meadows form part
of the functional floodplain of the River Derwent and are at a high risk of flooding.
4

Sustainability

4.1

Plans for the area covered by this SPD and any development proposals should be
sustainable with a suitable balance between social, economic and environmental
impacts locally. Prospective developers must demonstrate how their proposals will
address these three ‘dimensions’ of sustainable development:
•

•

•

For the economic role, this SPD aims to ensure that there is sufficient land available
in this part of Belper to support growth and innovation and that the development
requirements are clear. Developers will be expected to contribute to building a
strong, responsive and competitive local economy. The continued protection and
enhancement of the World Heritage Site historic environment is a unique
opportunity that has economic benefits.
For the social role, development proposals should support a strong, vibrant and
healthy local community; contribute to the appropriate provision of housing which
meets the needs of present and future generations; create a high quality
environment, with accessible local health, social and cultural services.
For the environmental role, proposals should contribute to the protection and
enhancement of the natural, built and historic environment; and, as part of this,
help to improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and
pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low
carbon economy.

4.2

Most of the Belper Meadows area is located in Flood Zone 3b, which is the functional
floodplain with a smaller area in Flood Zone 3a. All of this area has a high probability of
flooding from the River Derwent. Flood risk is likely to increase as a result of climate
change and there may be other potential climate change impacts that should be
considered in future plans for the area.

4.3

Development that maximises water efficiency also reduces energy consumption
therefore designs that seek to minimise water consumption will be encouraged.
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4.4

Reference should be made to the Environment Agency ‘Advice for Developers’
document3 which sets out key principles/priorities and will highlight best practice for
developers, including advice on Code for Sustainable Homes, Sustainable Urban
Drainage, Using Water Wisely, Sustainable Construction and carbon calculators.

Essential Requirements: Sustainability
R10

In line with national guidelines contained in NPPF Technical Guidance4, the use
of sustainable drainage systems (SUDS) will be required to deal with surface
water runoff. This will not only be beneficial in terms of reducing flood risk, but
will also have a positive impact on groundwater and biodiversity for the area.
Techniques that may be appropriate in this development include ‘grey’ water
harvesting, permeable paving, and the use of open channels and filter drains.

R11

Developers will be expected to show how sustainable construction methods,
and energy efficiency and management are taken into account in the
masterplan, in accordance with the Design Requirements. This includes
showing that consideration has been given to ways to design-out waste at
source. Building designs should show how they contribute towards sustainable
management of waste. The choice of building materials should reflect the need
to contribute to zero carbon development for example incorporating
recycled/recyclable material wherever possible.

3

Environment Agency Advice for Developers is a useful guide to support sustainable development
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business/sectors/136252.aspx
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5. Delivery
5.1

This SPD contains proposals for development that will allow landowners and developers
to benefit from the increased value of the land and the buildings they construct. The
SPD also imposes requirements and constraints that could affect the values to be
generated. In addition, there are proposals for features and facilities that need to be
included, in planning terms, before development can be permitted. There are also
other facilities or works that can be funded by public bodies or through other means.
Overall, there will have to be a balance between the costs and benefits so that
development remains viable while still providing the maximum planning gain.
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6. Guidance for the Land Allocated under Policy ER1c
6.1

Policy ER1c of the Amber Valley Local Plan 2006 allocates land north and south of
Derwent Street for mixed-use development, but only after a comprehensive
development brief for the site has been approved. This SPD provides that development
brief. This section provides specific guidance and requirements for the allocated site and
sets out proposals that the Council will encourage and support. The allocated site should
not be treated in isolation from the rest of the SPD area. For example, links are required
to both the Meadows and the rest of the town centre and views of the river valley
should be respected and incorporated into any new development.

Essential requirements: Land allocated under Policy ER1c
R12

A masterplan will need to be provided for the allocated site showing the type and
location of the proposed mix of uses, access arrangements, landscaping and the areas
that are to form the public realm, the phasing of development and the treatment of
the western edge of the area where it adjoins the river corridor and the Meadows. In
preparing the masterplan, consideration must also be given to how it will impact on
and integrate with the wider area covered by Local Plan Policies TC1 and LC4.

6.2 Regeneration and development
6.2.1 Local Plan Policy ER1c indicates that planning permission will be given for mixed use
development and sets out a range of possible uses, including shops. The policy also sets
out the requirement for development proposals to incorporate improvements to the
highway network, to incorporate improved pedestrian links and to be of a form, scale
and design which reflects its location in the Conservation Area and World Heritage Site.
6.2.2 Development proposals are likely to generate additional traffic movements. With regard
specifically to retail development, new comparison shops may bring about an element
of diversion of traffic but it is not considered likely that convenience food shoppers and
their cars would be merely diverted from one supermarket to another, should that be
provided. In any event, new retail development would generate additional service
vehicle movements.
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6.2.3 The Local Plan policy reflects the special requirements that any new development
including retail development would have to meet arising from the Conservation Area
and World Heritage Site location. Requirements for the form, scale and design of any
new development are set out in the Design Requirements above. The Character
Appraisal discusses the appropriate scale and massing of buildings (such as Unity Mill) as
meeting the requirements of R12.
Essential Requirements: Building form relating to development
R13

New buildings should have a vertical, rather than horizontal emphasis without
competing with the town’s large mill buildings and they should be of a high
standard of design. Valued industrial buildings should continue to dominate in
terms of scale and visibility. In the context of the Character Appraisal in
Appendix 2, the requirement to provide views of the river valley and the
ridgeline behind from within the development, large horizontal buildings may
not be appropriate.

Essential Requirements: Impact of development on local infrastructure
R14

Proposals for development will have to be assessed against their impact on
local infrastructure including sewers, surface water drainage, utilities, waste
disposal and on the social infrastructure of the town.

14

6.3

Retail Development

Amber Valley Retail Study 2011
6.3.1 Since the Local Plan was adopted the Amber Valley Retail Study has been completed.
This has assessed the need and demand for new shopping in the Borough over the
period to 2028. With regard to Belper, the Study concluded that there is no significant
need for additional convenience (food) shopping floorspace and only limited, mainly
‘qualitative’ need for new comparison (non-food) shopping floorspace.

6.3.2 The Retail Study concluded that there is a need for 900 – 1200 square metres of
comparison floorspace in Belper up to 2016 and this brief makes provision for that
within the Derwent Street allocation.

Amber Valley Local Plan – Retail Development
6.3.3 Any potential harm to the Conservation Area and World Heritage Site caused by new
development, in terms of form, scale and design, would conflict with Local Plan policy
ER1c. With regard to retail floorspace there is no need for a significant increase in
convenience shopping. In addition, part of the development site is bounded by existing
housing, and the servicing of retail development must not be allowed to harm the
amenity of those residents. The site is also covered by Local Plan Policy TC1 and so
proposals for retail development will have to demonstrate that they will sustain or
enhance the vitality and viability of the town centre and can be satisfactorily accessed
by both private and public transport.
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
6.3.4 The Derwent Street Local Plan allocation accords with the NPPF. It is one of a range of
suitable sites which will accommodate town centre development and uses. The site can
meet Belper’s town centre retail needs in full, together with other smaller town centre
sites which may become available and it is not considered to be compromised by limited
availability. It meets the medium term needs for the provision of additional floorspace
identified in the Amber Valley Retail Study. The allocated site lies within Belper Town
Centre policy area, as defined in the Local Plan and is close to existing retail units on
King Street. In that respect, it will not be necessary for retail proposals to undergo a
sequential test. However, priority will be given to proposals that are well linked to and
easily accessible from King Street and other parts of the town centre.
15

Essential Requirements: Retail Local Impact Tests
R15

Any proposals for retail development will have to be assessed against any local impact
on vitality and viability as well as the special character and heritage of Belper. In
particular, impacts on:

A

The historic industrial and other buildings, spaces and other features of this part of the
World Heritage Site and Belper and Milford Conservation Area that positively
contribute to the attractiveness and appeal of the area.

B

Town centre vitality and viability, including local consumer choice and trade in the
town centre for a period of up to five years after the implementation of the proposal.

C

Local infrastructure under Requirement R14 above.

D

The amenity of adjoining residents including noise and other pollution or disturbance,
parking and servicing.

E

The visual impact of any proposed building(s) on views both into and out of the town.

F

The ability of the local economy to maintain and increase tourism and other visits to
the town centre and the WHS.

Essential Requirements: Retail
R16 Provision will be made for up to 1,200 sq. m of shopping floorspace for comparison
(non-food) goods. There is a limited requirement for convenience goods (food etc.) floorspace
and so no specific provision will need to be made for this. Any convenience goods floorspace
that comes forward on the site should be relatively modest in scale. The Amber Valley Retail
Study concludes that clothes retailing is under provided in Belper and so the use of a
substantial amount of this new floorspace for clothing retail would be desirable. Other nonfood retail such as DIY supplies may also be acceptable.
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Desirable Requirements: Retail
R17

In order to make best use of existing and new pedestrian links to the rest of the town
centre including to the Morrison’s supermarket, new retail development should be
sited as close as possible to other shops.

R18

The B&M Homestore and site should continue to be used for the retail of bulky goods,
subject to improvements to the external appearance of the building and the provision
of landscaping when the opportunity arises.

6.4

Summary of Retail Requirements

6.4.1 Proposals for retail development will have to demonstrate how they meet the
requirements of:
•
•
•
•

The relevant policies of the Amber Valley Local Plan
The Amber Valley Retail Study
The National Planning Policy Framework, and
Local Impact Tests

6.5 Other Development
6.5.1 Policy ER1c lists the uses that could be included with retail in mixed-use development:
tourism, restaurants and cafes, drinking establishments, hot food take-aways, assembly
and leisure. The policy also states that housing may be acceptable as an element of any
redevelopment proposals. It is expected that development will provide a substantial
number of jobs and so some suitable business development is also likely to be
acceptable. This SPD is intended to help potential developers and other applicants and
to facilitate sustainable economic growth for Belper.
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6.5.2 The area immediately south of Derwent Street contains a number of small businesses
and community facilities such as the Drop In Youth Centre, which are valued by young
people in particular for both employment and leisure uses. The importance of these
uses and the potential to provide new family and community facilities should be
recognised in future plans for the allocated site. If the existing uses are retained or new
facilities created, it would be inappropriate for new housing or other more sensitive
uses to be provided in close proximity.
6.5.3 In order to enable a comprehensive scheme to be implemented, the provision of new
good quality housing, including affordable housing, will be encouraged within the
allocated site. Consideration of Building for Life 125 standards may assist with
integrating new housing into the existing area. This would help to create a diverse and
balanced development with vitality outside normal shopping and business hours whilst
meeting some of Belper’s future housing needs. There are also benefits in people living
close to town centre shops and other facilities, which can be easily accessed on foot.

Desirable Requirements: Other Regeneration Development
R19

Open space and public squares will be provided and incorporated within the
development of retail and other commercial floorspace. These should be
located off Derwent Street, around Unity Mill and adjacent to B&M
Homestore, Belper Methodist Church and the De Bradelei Mill. The squares
should have a clear connection to a pedestrian link to the Meadows.

R20

Provision will be made for cafes and restaurants and other suitable facilities for
tourists and other visitors to Belper.

R21

Provision will be made for a tourist arrival point including a coach drop-off
point and information. The location must have good pedestrian access to the
North and East Mills, the Meadows and the town centre.

5

http://www.designcouncil.org.uk/Documents/Documents/OurWork/CABE/Building%20for%20Life/Building%20for
%20Life%2012.pdf
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R22

Provision will be made for new housing within the allocated site of which 30%
must be affordable in accordance with ‘The Provision of Affordable Housing
through the Development Process SPD’. A mix of different types of housing
should be provided, including small units and housing for older people.
Housing numbers will need to be justified and assessed against the Design
Requirements. The nature of this housing should reflect the existing type of
‘small groups’ that already exist in the area, and be of a scale and character
with varied rooflines and heights. Consideration will also be given to live/work
units in suitable locations. Consideration should be given to the provision of a
new library within the allocated site, subject to an assessment of all possible
alternative locations and a feasibility study.

R23

Relocation of the library will allow the existing library building to be reused
and the site enhanced as a location for community facilities and an improved
link from Bridge Street through to the Meadows with its sports facilities.
Proposals for change, including any proposals for the existing community hall,
should be set out in a design brief.

R24

As part of the design brief required for the former Thornton’s’ building under
Requirement R41, consideration should be given to the restoration and reuse
of the theatre and the provision of multi use facilities.

R25

Consideration should also be given to the provision of compatible small
business units within the former Thornton’s’ building.

R26

New business units would be highly desirable as part of the mixed-use
development within the allocated site. Subject to meeting the Design
Requirements and the impact tests, a range of sizes should be provided
including small units.

19

7. Guidance for the Town Centre under Policy TC1
7.1

As well as the Derwent Street allocation, other land within the SPD area adjoining Bridge
Street and Chapel Street is included in the Belper Town Centre and is covered by Local
Plan Policy TC1. This comprises Morrison’s and the B&M Homestore, land and premises
fronting Chapel Street, the land and premises between the allocation and Bridge Street
and the remaining land and premises to the west of and fronting Bridge Street as far as
The Triangle. Meadow Court is excluded from the Town Centre and is not covered by
Policy TC1.

7.2

The policy identifies the type of development and uses that are appropriate for the
town centre. Town centres are the heart of their communities and new development in
this location must sustain or enhance the vitality and viability of the Belper town centre
and must be satisfactorily accessed. Proposals for new development or redevelopment
must comply with the Design Requirements set out in Section 2.1 above.

7.3

Where appropriate, proposals will be expected to demonstrate how they meet the local
impacts set out in Section 6.3. Chapel Street and Bridge Street are not designated as a
Primary Shopping frontage in the Amber Valley Borough Local Plan.

8. Traffic and Movement
8.1

Proposals for development will require a Transportation / Traffic Impact Assessment and
Travel Plan. Derbyshire County Council is preparing a strategic traffic model for the
Derby Housing Market Area, which may assist in the assessment of development
proposals. Consideration has been given, in principle, to road proposals aimed at
relieving traffic flows on the A6 Bridge Street. To be efficient, this type of road would
have to be as straight and as fast as possible but this would not be compatible with a
new street serving the development area and which provides local access for vehicles
and pedestrians. Added to this inherent incompatibility is the difficulty of providing a
suitable access point or junction at the north of the site, which does not harm the
character of the Conservation Area and World Heritage Site. In addition, as any new
road would have to cross part of the flood plain and be raised above, it would impact
adversely on both flood risk and the World Heritage Site and Conservation Area. It is
concluded that a new road link to the west of Bridge Street (a ‘relief road’) would not be
appropriate.
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8.2

Bridge Street and Chapel Street are busy roads, and comprise a principal highway for
through traffic as well as a local route giving access to the town centre and for ‘cross
town’ journeys. Traffic surveys for Derbyshire County Council have indicated that about
50% of traffic on Bridge Street has a local trip end. The traffic flows and congestion
when it occurs harm the environment for pedestrians wishing to use Bridge Street
including those wishing to get access to local businesses. There are alternative routes
such as the A38 for some through traffic, which currently uses the A6 through Belper
and the Highway Authority will seek to encourage the use of the A38 for appropriate
journeys.

8.3

The town is already busy and many people choose to drive into the town centre.
Consideration will be given to opening up a debate with the local community to identify
ways of reducing car use and car travel into Belper town centre such as improved
walking routes, better cycling facilities, extending the ‘park and stride’ concept and
better management of delivery times. This approach and changes coming from it would
complement a transport assessment and travel plan for new development.

8.4

It will be important to provide good access to the development area for both
pedestrians and vehicles. Increased use of Derwent Street is likely to encourage more
right turns from Bridge Street, which would increase delays to other traffic. Access
arrangements should be set out in the masterplan and should show how the
development site can be integrated with the Morrison’s area and with Bridge Street and
the rest of the town centre. The challenge will be to provide access that serves the site
well, which provides a pedestrian friendly environment but which also recognises and
does not harm the important setting in the World Heritage Site.

8.5

Consideration has been given, in principle, to a ‘one-way’ system with Bridge Street /
Chapel Street operating south bound and with the proposed new links from the
Morrison’s roundabout to Derwent Street and back to Bridge Street acting as the
northbound leg. This may have some attractions in reducing traffic flows and right turns
on Bridge Street but it would bring heavy traffic through the centre of the development
area and lengthen local journeys. It would not do anything to tackle the problems of the
narrowest stretch of Bridge Street.
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8.6

There are no obvious traffic management ‘solutions’ to the traffic problems on the A6
although there may be some improvements to design and layout of the street which can
improve the environment for pedestrians. Further consideration will be needed when
more detailed proposals are put forward and the necessary Transport Impact
Assessments and Travel Plans have been prepared.

Essential Requirements: Traffic generated from development
R27

A robust transport assessment will need to be prepared for any development
proposals. Traffic generation and its impact on the highway network will have to be
carefully assessed. In particular, proposals would have to demonstrate how the
impact of development on existing traffic levels on the A6 will be mitigated, how
traffic generated would impact on the wider highway network and how it would be
satisfactorily accommodated within that network. A travel plan will also be required
which should identify mitigation measures and more sustainable transport options to
reduce traffic impact on the local and wider highway networks.

R28

Development proposals must be accompanied by plans that show how access for
pedestrians and vehicles to the allocated site off Derwent Street will be integrated
with the Morrison’s area and the roundabout to the south and to Bridge Street to the
east. These plans should form part of the masterplan and demonstrate how the access
arrangements will meet the design and other wider objectives of the SPD.

Desirable Requirements: Other Transport Priorities
R29 A design brief will be required setting out improvements to footways and the
pedestrian environment in Bridge Street and showing links to the town centre and the
development site. The brief should explain how these will be implemented.
R30 Consideration will be given to the provision of a transport interchange with access to
car parking, coaches and buses, the railway station, cycle and walking routes.
R31 Provision of new and improved pedestrian only routes which link the existing town
centre with the site and its new development and facilities. Routes for shoppers should
be defined and clearly designated within the masterplan and on the ground. Routes
which link the mills, the town centre, the railway station, the Meadows and the new
development should be similarly defined and designated.
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R32 Provision will be made for appropriate amounts of car parking for the development
proposed but this should reflect the fact that this is a town centre location, well served
by public transport and readily accessible on foot and by bicycle. Parking facilities for
bicycles should also be provided. Proposals for parking facilities must conform with the
Design Requirements and be included in any masterplan for the site.

Public Transport
8.7

The town centre and the new development can be well served by public transport and
consideration should be given to the provision of a ‘transport interchange’ with access
to car parking, coaches and buses, the railway station, cycle and walking routes. The
location for such an interchange would have to be very carefully assessed, given all of
the complex requirements and environmental considerations that relate to the SPD
area. The interchange need not be permanent in nature, but be flexible in where it is
located to suit seasonal events in the town. The assessment should include the scope
for provision of an interchange elsewhere within Belper.

Essential Requirements: Public Transport Priorities
R33 Bus provision should be considered at an early stage of the planning process for the
development area and early discussions should be held with bus companies serving the
area.
R34 Facilities should be developed sustainably, and be easily accessible for pedestrians,
cyclists and public transport users to enable these modes to be the primary choice for
travel, rather than the car. Indeed, traffic-free infrastructure will form a key element to
the success of this site, and will provide a much-needed asset to the people of Belper.
This would accord with the principles of the emerging East Derbyshire ‘Greenway’
Strategy in which Derbyshire County Council has identified routes that meet the goals
of Natural England and create a user-friendly network to link communities and places of
interest across Derbyshire and through the Peak District National Park. The masterplan
for the development area should include the development of a multi-user trail through
the site.
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9. The World Heritage Site
9.1

Mills were originally located in Belper because of the availability of ‘natural ‘energy in
the form of water power from the River Derwent. The river, river valley, woodland and
meadows form the natural backdrop to the industrial heritage of the mills and
associated buildings. Proposals for new development that reflect those origins will be
carefully considered as will proposals that aim to generate a cluster of small business
units focused on maximising the benefits of their location near the River Derwent.
However, consideration must also be given to the impact of hydropower on river flows,
as this will have wide scale impacts on fisheries, protected species and habitat. There
are also opportunities to enhance the character of the WHS and its features, to improve
interpretation and to encourage more visitors.

9.2

The retention of existing buildings that contribute to the Outstanding Universal Value of
the WHS is essential. Buildings that contribute positively to the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area and the World Heritage Site should be retained.
The Castle Factory, including the former Empire Music Hall (part of the Thornton’s site),
could contribute significantly in telling the developing story of the WHS as they are clear
factory descendants of the mills. This would be useful in helping people understand the
WHS story, and the progression of the factory system. This is also true of the Unity Mill
and Bakehouse.

Essential Requirements: World Heritage Site setting
R35 Pedestrian and cycle routes provided within the development area will link to the
Meadows and to any new pedestrian routes to be provided under R3 above.
R36 All development proposals must include locations that provide views of the river valley
and the ridgeline behind it in accordance with the design requirements.
R37 Proposals for new development must demonstrate how provision has been made to
maintain open space at the Meadows.
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Desirable Requirements: Development in the SPD area.
R38 Proposals for development for appropriate energy generation from renewable sources,
particularly water power, which conform with the Design Requirements and do not
have any adverse environmental impacts on the river corridor or local amenity, will be
considered. This includes the provision of small starter units where their position near
to waterpower is important.
R39 Subject to the same safeguards, proposals for research and development and/or
manufacturing related to renewable energy will also be considered
R40 Pedestrian links to the North and East Mills, to Wyver Lane and the River Gardens and
also to Long Row should be provided. Where appropriate, routes will be signposted
along existing paths and footways.
R41 Every effort should be made to retain the early 20th Century Thornton’s’ building that
comprises the former Castle Factory complex south of Derwent Street including the
theatre and parallel range to the south. A design brief may be helpful alongside
consideration of viability options.

10. Links to the Valley
10.1

The river valley is important to the setting of Belper and provides a place for recreation
and wildlife. Although there are several pedestrian links to the Meadows and the river
valley from the town centre, these access points do not encourage people to find them
and use them. It is important to find ways of improving access and encouraging
beneficial use of the Meadows.

Desirable Requirements: Links to the Valley
R42 New and improved pedestrian links to the town and the meadows will be provided near
the existing library, from Derwent Street and from Morrison’s and the B&M Homestore
site
R43 New development should be planned and laid out to capitalise on views across the
valley with landscaping, seating etc.
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R44 Provision will be made to improve and protect access to Strutts carriageway and
consideration will be given to restoring and re-opening the cast iron bridge across the
River Derwent and the opening of a footpath to the former site of Bridge Hill House.
R45 Open space and landscaping should be provided in accordance with the Design
Requirements in a way that facilitates the integration of the Meadows, the allocated
development site and the rest of the town centre.
R46 Cycleways and footways that are to be provided within the development area must
have clear, legible links to the Meadows.

11. Proposals and Guidance for the Belper Meadows
11.1

Policy LC4 of the Amber Valley Local Plan (see Appendix 1) sets out Amber Valley
Borough Council’s desire to see the development of an integrated network of formal
and informal open space at Belper Meadows

11.2

The Meadows area is located within Flood Zone 3b, which is the ‘functional floodplain’
and comprises land where water has to be stored in times of flood. It is considered that
the Belper Meadows adjoining the River Derwent flood has an annual probability of 1 in
20 or greater. The development of an informal country park would be compatible with
the floodplain location, but proposals which would result in the creation of structures or
other potential obstructions in the floodplain would not be acceptable. However, the
appropriate planting of trees and other natural elements can enhance the area without
having an adverse impact on flood risk.

11.3

A number of formal sports clubs and their associated pitches and facilities are also
accommodated on the Meadows. These comprise football, hockey, cricket, tennis and
bowls to the north and rugby to the south. The pitches include an all-weather playing
surface. The importance of this multi-sport venue is recognised by Sport England and
the clubs are successful and wish to expand. The Council will be preparing an evidence
base on sports provision, need and demand for its new Local Development Framework /
Local Plan. However, those facilities located within the floodplain are at a high risk of
flooding.
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11.4

The Environment Agency advise that although the functional floodplain is considered to
be an appropriate location for sporting activities, it has to be recognised that the
expansion of formal sports facilities will result in further built facilities being located
where they will increase flood risk to others. The success of sports teams could result in
a requirement for further built infrastructure and care would have to be taken to avoid
placing clubhouses, fencing and ground raising in a location where it would have both
an adverse impact on flood risk and be potentially unsafe for those using and
maintaining the facilities.

11.5

The development of less formal sports pitches to support general leisure uses is very
unlikely to have any adverse impact on flood risk. However, proposals which would
result in further fencing, bunding, or other similar obstructions are unlikely to be
acceptable.

Desirable Requirements: Sports Provision
R47

The provision of new grass sports pitches within the Meadows is likely to be
acceptable, subject to flood risk assessment. Any proposals for changes to the existing
facilities must ensure that the changes do not increase flood risk either through the
loss of floodplain storage or the impediment of flood flow routes, demonstrated in an
appropriate Flood Risk Assessment. Associated structures or facilities may have to be
located outside the floodplain.

Desirable Requirements: Open Space
R48 A country park to serve the town should be provided next to the river, with seating,
picnic facilities, wildlife areas, interpretation and improved footpaths to and alongside
the river including linking the footpath to Wyver Lane north of the town. Proposals for
the use and management of this open space should be set out in a management /
action plan.
R49 Proposals to conserve and create new habitats, including woodland, will generally be
supported.
R50 Consideration will be given to proposals for improving the natural qualities of Coppice
Brook subject to consultation with the Environment Agency.
R51 Subject to negotiation with the landowner, consideration will also be given to the
construction of a new footbridge over the stream to the east of the river and footpath from
the Meadows, along this side of the river with suitable landscaping and riverside
improvements.
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Appendix 1
Amber Valley Local Plan 2006 Policies for the SPD Area
POLICY ER1c
Planning permission will be granted for mixed use development on land north and south of
Derwent Street, Belper, as shown on the Proposals Map, including tourism, Shops (A1),
Restaurants and Cafes (A3), Drinking Establishments (A4), Hot Food Take Aways (A5) and
Assembly and Leisure (D2), following the approval of a comprehensive development brief for
the site and providing that the proposals:a) incorporate improvements to the highway network to offset the impact of additional
vehicle movements on Bridge Street (A6), including the provision of a new road link to the
west of Bridge Street, subject to detailed investigation
b) incorporate improved pedestrian links between existing retail units within and on the
edge of the town centre
c) are of a form, scale and design which reflects the location of the site within Belper and
Milford Conservation Area, the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site
d) satisfy any criteria in relation to specific policies for each land use
Housing may also be acceptable as an element of any redevelopment proposals, if it can be
demonstrated that this would be essential to enable a comprehensive scheme to be
implemented
POLICY TC1
Within the Borough's town centres, as shown on the Proposals Map, planning permission for
Shops (A1) and other development appropriate within a town centre (Financial and
Professional Services (A2), Restaurants and Cafes (A3), Drinking Establishments (A4), Hot
Food Take Aways (A5), Hotels (C1), Residential Institutions (C2), Non-Residential Institutions
(D1), Assembly and Leisure (D2) and Sui Generis) will be granted, where the proposals:a)

will sustain or enhance the vitality and viability of the town centre

b)

can be satisfactorily accessed by both private and public transport

Where appropriate, planning applications will need to be supported by a retail impact
assessment and/or a transport assessment
In the case of vacant office and retail floorspace at upper floor level, conversion to residential
use will also be permitted
In the case of proposals within defined primary shopping frontages, which would result in the
loss of an existing retail use at ground floor level, the criteria in policy TC2 will also need to be
satisfied
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POLICY LC4
The Borough Council will seek to develop an integrated network of formal and informal open
space at Belper Meadows, as shown on the Proposals Map. Any development proposals
within this area will need to be of a form, scale and design that takes into account the
following: a)

the need to avoid increasing flood risk

b) the need to protect existing areas of nature conservation interest
c)

the location of the area within the Green Belt, the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage
Site and Belper Conservation Area
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Introduction
This character appraisal of the land between the A6 and the River Derwent has been prepared
as part the Supplementary Planning Guidance. The aim of the character appraisal is to define
and analyse the special interest which constitutes the character and appearance of the area.
The main function of a character appraisal is to ensure that any works in the area have regard
to the special qualities of the area. The appraisal will help to understand the impact that
development proposals would have on the area and to assess their impact.
Defining character of an area is not a straightforward exercise and it is impossible to reach a
truly objective view. The statement of character and appearance in the appraisal is based on
various detailed methods of analysis recommended by English Heritage. Various different
qualities are looked at including: historical development, views and vistas, the value of open
space and the relationships between built and open spaces. The appraisal aims to be
comprehensive but the omission of any particular building, feature or space should not be
taken to imply that it is of no interest.
To assist and inform the appraisal process a workshop was held. A copy of the workshop report
relevant maps and completed survey notes are included as an appendix to this report. The
information from the workshop has been integrated into the main body of the character
appraisal and has been invaluable in helping to inform and shape the report.
By identifying what makes this area special or distinctive, any future change, whether to
individual buildings, groups of buildings or larger neglected areas, will be based on this
understanding of the character of the area. In this way, it is anticipated that future change can
be managed to ensure it makes a positive contribution towards preserving or enhancing its
special character.
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Assessing Special Interest
Location and Setting
The land between the A6 and the River Derwent known locally as The Meadows but for the
purposes of this study will be referred to as the study area. The area is located on the west side
of Belper and Milford Conservation Area and within the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage
Site. This appraisal is restricted to the area indicated on Plan 1.
The study area comprises the washland area between the River Derwent and Bridge Street (A6).
The wash land area was part of the Strutt estate and was maintained as open agricultural land
partly because of flood risks and also because of the desire to maintain open views down the
valley from one of the principal Strutt houses at Bridgehill. The area is historically important as
part of the original Strutt estate and for its contribution to the setting of the town and views
from The Chevin.
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The geography and topography of the town and its immediate environs influenced the
development of the town and can be seen in the contour plan that there is a considerable
change in level and heights between the town and the surrounding countryside and defines the
dramatic setting of the study area between the River Derwent and the railway.

The contour diagram shows that the broad valley rises with steeper slopes to the west than the
east. There is a distinct valley floor around the river; the valley floor is on the 65m contour with
the river meadows on the 60m contour.
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Character and plan form
Modern Belper is made up of roughly four phases of development, the original rural settlement
that is focussed on the Chapel of St John, the later growth lower down the hill which included
an original market place, the industrial community established by Jedediah Strutt in the late
18th century on the northern edge of the existing settlement and the 19th century expansion of
the commercial centre along King Street and Bridge Street, together with the commercial and
residential development of the 20th century. Belper has always been a major route, the current
A6 formerly being a turnpike linking Derby and Matlock.
The valley floor has remained broadly intact throughout the development of Belper in the 19th
and 20th centuries. It is the physical and visual link between the river side and the western edge
of the town allowing the rural character to meet the town. It is an important area of open
space with mature trees, formal sports pitches and sports facilities alongside grassland amenity
and an informal riverside walk.

Sanderson map 1835
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OS map 1891-1912

OS map 2012
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Landscape Setting
The study area is placed in the interface between, a place of mixed landscape types and uses
both vibrant and derelict. On plan and in ariel photographs the river forms, in the main a
physical division between the influence of the town and that of the countryside but actual
views from within the study area reveal that the river is often lost in the view and it is the
backdrop of the countryside that is prominent. The meadows area which is part of the flood
plain now has fields and sports pitches that have modified the pastoral landscape setting but
have not destroyed the important quality of the area and it contribution to the setting of the
town and the character of the area. The flow of soft and hard landscape forms have created a
sinuous edge to the study area with the rear gardens and wilder areas drawing the softer
landscape character of the countryside into the area.

Ariel view looking east towards the study area
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Character and Spatial Analysis
The character and relationship of spaces within the area
The land between the A6 and the River Derwent known locally as The Meadows is located
within the Belper and Milford Conservation Area. This appraisal is restricted to the area
indicated on Plan 1.
This part of the Conservation Area has a varied character. It has a character of being on the
edge of the town with the relationship between the urban and the rural surrounding area being
very strong in terms of visual impact. The character is also one of fragmentation including
Bridge Street with a strong sense of enclosure, Chapel street with monumental buildings set in
a wider open townscape, the conglomeration of abandoned industrial buildings on the back
lands and then the wide open landscape of the meadows leading down to the river. The A6 is
the main route through the area. It is a busy road and forms the western edge of the area
being appraised. At the northern end and of the site is a complex of historic mill buildings and
at the southern end is a collection of historic buildings including a hospital and former school –
each of these groups of buildings have a strong visual connection with the area providing visual
arrival and departure points.
Open space within the area is overwhelmingly green and rural. The topography dominates the
overall visual experience and quality of the area with clear views of the Chevin ridge to the west
beyond the river. The views of the ridge and the meadows are experienced from the A6 with
frequent glimpses and views which reinforce the proximity and influence of the countryside on
the urban fabric. The open and enclosed spaces, public and private green spaces make a
positive contribution and overwhelmingly provide the distinctive character to the area.

Key views and vistas
Vista across the study area and town
The vista from the Chevin Road on the south side of the river captures the whole area in one
view clearly highlighting the relationship of the meadows to the urban edge of the town and
the area west of the A6. Distant views as this across the river links the mill buildings and the
study area and highlight the impact of modern buildings whose mass and form are intrusive and
have no relationship to the historic building form that form the major part of the town and
study area.
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Panoramic view from Chevin ridge, the towns edge is well defined: the mill at the north end

Closer views illustrating the relationship of the modern buildings with the backdrop of the town

Views from in the study area towards the river and beyond
Just as important as the views of the town and the study area from the outside are those
outwards from inside the area which emphasise the relationship to the surrounding
countryside. These long views are experienced at key points and are strengthened by the
glimpses through the building gaps as indicated on the character appraisal map.
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The countryside rises in the distance providing a strong visual connection and context for the area

From the sports pitches the surrounding countryside dominates the background

The Chevin ridge rises in the distance drawing the view away from the urban edge
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The view out between the buildings links the town with the countryside. The contrast between inside
and outside is interrupted by the roof of the modern building.......

here the view is interrupted by the filling station sign.......
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Here the view out is framed by the historic group of buildings, exaggerating the difference between
urban enclosure and the open countryside.

This view demonstrates that it is not only what is seen in the view that is important, but it is
also the way in which it is seen that creates a special sense of locality. The combination of
different types of view out and the discipline of their arrangement is a strong factor in creating
local character. The different view types experienced in the study area – a broad panoramic
view west into the countryside at the end of the A6 and from locations at the back of the main
buildings on the A6 and the various small tightly enclosed views as glimpses through the
buildings on the A6 plays a big part in giving the area a particular character which is one of
enclosure and a rhythm along the street.

The townscape qualities of the buildings and their contribution to the area
The study area benefits from having strong street frontage at the northern end of Bridge Street
frontage giving a sense of enclosure and giving a sense of anticipation as the eye is lead
northwards towards the mills and southwards to where the space opens out giving views across
the valley. The way in which spaces are formed between buildings is important both as a
setting for the individual buildings and as a more local and detailed aspect of the study areas
character.
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The sequential views along Chapel Street and Bridge Street illustrate the sense of enclosure and
anticipation – the mill emerges and dominates the view to the north

The sense of enclosure provided by the varied buildings and the varied roofline and eves line is strong
and defines the shape of the street looking south down Bridge Street
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The original Derby to Matlock turnpike road did not run through Belper but over the Chevin, on
the western side of the valley. However, King Street and Bridge Street (and Bridge Foot and
Bridge Hill) did form part of a turnpike road, from Nottingham to Ashbourne, which predates
the mills (as a packhorse route, by centuries). Hence the coaching inns and some of the
frontage plots on Bridge Street are older than the industrial settlement. The Derby to Matlock
and Derby to Chesterfield roads were diverted through Belper in the early C19, a generation or
so after the mills were first established and when Belper was at the apogee of its period of rapid
growth. The main buildings on Chapel Street (Methodist Chapel, Brettles and Wards
warehouses, and later Babington Hospital and Strutts School) are monumental in character and
designed to be seen in wider vistas, in contrast to the more enclosed character and finer grain
of Bridge Street, which is a much older street. Although an early C20 building, the curved
frontage of the HSBC bank on the corner of King Street and Bridge Street is highly expressive of
the historic continuity between Bridge Street and King Street.

The views open out in Chapel Street losing the sense of enclosure and changing the continuity of the
street scene

The buildings in Bridge Street and Chapel Street form an active edge on the east side of the
study area. The continuity of the street scene has been interrupted in places by the
redevelopment of sites with buildings that have not respected the street frontage and have
been set back into an open space or have removed a boundary wall thereby weakening the
sense of enclosure. Equally damaging to the harmony of the street scene is the addition of
modern shopfronts and the use of insensitive signs.
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Filling station creating a new space totally unrelated to the enclosure of the street

modern shopfront and intrusive sign

The development on Bridge Street and Chapel Street followed a traditional pattern of frontage
buildings with alley ways and short access routes giving admittance to the area at the rear
where there were some small developments such as Berkin Court (now known as Chevin Court)
or gardens and allotments. Derwent Street is the only road giving access to the rear and to the
historic group of buildings at Unity Mill. Factories and small industrial buildings were
developed in Derwent Street and were subsequently extended in haphazard way. Other
modern buildings in the back land area and at the south end of the A6 include retail blocks that
have a strong horizontal mass, are set within a wide open space that has no relationship to the
historic street pattern or plan form.
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supermarket development

Derwent Street with small industrial units and the gable of the former Thorntons factory

Individual buildings
Bridge Street
In the main, buildings along Bridge Street are fairly modest in their construction and detailing
and were built during the 19th century expansion of the commercial centre of the town along
Bridge Street and King Street. Bridge Street has a mixed character with a combination of large
houses detached houses in gardens, churches and close-knit frontage development. It is
evident from the high quality of architectural design and building materials that the street was
of considerable status in the 1st half of the 19th century.
There are a number of notable earlier buildings including Pyms Solicitors, Bridgefoot. Built
towards the end of the 18th century it has a south facing garden which together with the
mature trees on the triangle road junction and the visual relationship with the mill provide a
pleasing historic streetscape and close the views into the entrance of the town giving this an
important function in the townscape.
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Pyms Solicitors, Bridgefoot

There are a number of buildings of considerable architectural quality, built from sandstone ,
which make a strong contribution to the character of the street including Christchurch and its
Vicarage built by Henry Stevens architect of Derby, the former Savings Bank on the east side
and the Baptist Church and Chapel.
The mixture of building types and style of design contributes to the diverse character of the
street and skyline. Contributing to the diversity is a number of large detached houses in
gardens, public houses, chapels and close-knit frontage development. The library, originally
called the Hollies, is an example of a large house with a large garden which has been modified
to provide a library with an adjacent car park whilst still retaining a resemblance of domestic
character which impacts on the overall character and appearance of Bridge Street. The tithe
map of 1844 shows a number of other substantial detached houses with extensive gardens but
most of these have been developed although the continuity of the building line has been
maintained by sandstone walls and railings. The continuity has been damaged where buildings
and walls have been demolished or not replaced.
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Christchurch and Vicarage

Baptist Church and public house
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99 Bridge Street

The pattern of development behind the frontage buildings of Bridge Street and moving deeper
into study area reveals an interesting terrace formerly known as Berkin’s Court and now known
as Chevin View. This group of cottages was built in 1790’s by the Strutt family to provide
housing for textile workers and were originally built as back-to-backs. Most have now been
knocked through to provide single dwellings with dual aspects but numbers 9 and 10 Chevin
View remain as back-to-back dwellings. The area with the 19th century factory building, the
cottages, the boundary walls and the garden allotments has a domestic character that is in
contrast to the busy urban character of Bridge Street – the contrast between the areas
emphasises the character and identity of the other.

Chevin View (formerly Berkin’s Court)

Viewed from Bridge Street

The narrow alley ways leading from Bridge Street give glimpses of buildings either at the end of
the alley or oblique views of terraced cottages such as these at Chevin View – it heightens the
interest of the visual experience and contributes to the character of the street scene.
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Chapel Street
The change to Chapel Street occurs beyond King Street where the character and quality of the
townscape changes to reflect a more open and disparate quality, where the sense of enclosure
has been lost. There are several large and prominent historic buildings which have a positive
impact on the character and a combined elevation of a brick wall and bus garage that have
been set back from the street frontage that have a detrimental effect and detract from the
appearance and quality of the area.
The Methodist Chapel, however, is a handsome building and provides a strong building form. It
is set back from the road in a large burial ground full of funerary monuments. To the south of
the Chapel is Brettles Mill (now known as De Bradelei). The building was a former warehouse
and although the mass of the building is a dominant feature in Chapel Street it fails to
overcome the impact of the roundabout, signage and other street clutter.

The Chapel and former mill building
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The mass of the former Brettles mill and warehouse with the red brick Victorian terrace are strong visual
elements in the street but their value is compromised by the signage, roundabout and street clutter.

Derby Road
Beyond the roundabout to the south there are several large architecturally distinctive buildings
which relate in visual terms to the study area and have strong historical associations with the
development of the area. The former Union Workhouse, now Babington Hospital, is a large
imposing complex built in gritstone by the architect Sir George Gilbert Scott and this building
with the former Herbert Strutt school are enhanced by mature trees, lodges and provide an
extremely attractive and prominent setting for the arrival to the study area from the south.
The South Lodge marked an entrance to the private drive to the former Bridgehill House (now
demolished) and it remains a visually prominent feature in the area with an avenue of mature
trees leading the eye down towards Coppice Brook and beyond to the river meadows. The
quality of the buildings, their heritage value to the site and their visual quality add greatly to the
character of the study area.
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South Lodge marking the entrance to carriageway

The former Herbert Strutt school 1908
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Derwent Street
Derwent Street leads down from Bridge Street towards the meadows and the playing fields and
the current appearance of the street is one of abandonment and neglect. There is little visual
continuity in the street with tracts of land used for car parking, areas fenced off and currently
ignored and buildings that have been neglected, all this has a negative impact on the
appearance of the area. There former Thorntons factory is a visually robust building that
provides a solid and building mass to the street. The rhythm of the fenestration and
architecturally defined entrances give the building an interesting facade that has been harmed
by neglect but this is superficial and does not detract from the overall contribution the building
makes to the street.

Thorntons building, Derwent Street

built 1911 the building has had a number of uses

Open views out from Derwent Street
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Unity Mill and the former bakery building are reminders of the former cornmill and maltings
built by the Strutts in the mid 1850’s and are an impressive group of historic buildings. The
scale and mass of the buildings contribute to the character of Derwent Street although more
recent development has eroded the impact harmed their setting as listed buildings.

Unity Mill – architectural salvage, antiques and office activities

Buildings in the backlands and Meadows
The backland area for the purposes of this report is located at the rear of the buildings that
front on to the A6. The area has in the past accommodated light industry and has the remains
of industrial units and factory buildings mainly of recent construction. This collection of mainly
abandoned buildings includes remnants of older industrial buildings of some architectural
quality which can be seen trapped within buildings that have been extended and added to.

Part of the former Thorntons factory

Diocletian window in former factory building
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On the playing fields there are buildings associated with the various activities, all are functional.
The exception is a pleasing pavilion near the tennis courts.

Timber tennis pavilion circa 1940’s

Boundaries
The main type of boundary is a stone wall, in gritstone constructed using drystone walling
techniques. Some walls were laid in a more polite fashion using mortar with coping stones,
railings, and gate piers. Gate piers are an important feature within walls and emphasise the
importance of the entrance. There is visible evidence of other types of gateways and entrances
from Bridge Street to the area at the rear of the street and although some of these have been
blocked they remain visible and add to the character.
Paths
In Chapel Street there are several examples of high quality paving which has remained
undisturbed and serves to enhance the setting of key historic buildings and add quality to the
character of the study area.
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Examples of dry stone walling and ashlar walls in Chevin View and Chapel Street

There are no public rights of way leading from the A6 to the area at the back and the only
routes are informal or historic paths which are not maintained.
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Gate piers and railings outside the Methodist Church and Christchurch

Stone wall and former opening on Bridge Street
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Building materials and the public realm
The main traditional building material throughout the study area is brick and sandstone. In
most cases roofs are constructed of blue slate or Staffordshire tiles. There are examples of
traditional stone flag paths although much of the study area has a utilitarian quality of paving
and use of tarmac.
There are areas of notable collection of trees that add to the quality and appearance of the
area and there are certain individual trees that enhance the street scene and are significant in
their contribution to the setting of certain buildings. In Bridge Street there are remnants of
large houses in gardens and these spaces provide a contrast to the enclosure of the street and
give a succession of interrelated contrasting spaces.

view south down Bridge Street
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The former ‘Hollies’ now used as the library

The value and hierarchy of spaces
Bridge Street/Chapel Street/Derwent Street
The overall character along the A6 is one of enclosure. As mentioned in the previous section
there are examples where the enclosure of the street is interrupted by buildings being set back
or set in large gardens and that these spaces provide a contrast to the enclosure of the street
and results in a succession of interrelated contrasting spaces. The most valuable open space is
The Triangle at the north end of Bridge Street. The space provides a setting for the dominant
mill complex, a context for other historic buildings and a pleasing entrance to the study area.
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Other spaces along the A6 are highlighted on the Spatial Survey Plan including the large open
space at the southern end where the dramatic panorama to the Chevin materialises. As
described elsewhere in this report, the quality of the space which has been compromised by
the roundabout and intrusive street clutter.
The links through to the area at the rear of the A6 are very poor. At the Library on Bridge Street
there is a valuable green space which connects with the playing fields area, the pathway has an
informal quality and provides the only pedestrian link from Bridge Street to the playing fields.
There is another access point to the football ground and the unmade road leading to the other
sport activities. The area behind Bridge Street includes gardens area and sites of unkempt
wilderness which add to a feeling of abandonment in this part of the study area.

area at rear of library

Back land and meadow area.
The area at the rear of Bridge Street and Chapel Street leading down to the River Derwent is
referred to as the back land and meadow area for the purposes of this study. The area has a
number of distinctive character areas including the sports activities area at the north end, the
area of factories to the north and south of Derwent Street and the area with modern retail
sheds at the southern end. The sports area is largely well maintained and has views that are
dominated by the rural backdrop and the backs of the buildings on Bridge Street. It is an
important area of contributing to the expansive open character of the area.
In contrast the area of abandoned factories has an air of dereliction and neglect but equally
enjoys the proximity of the countryside and has fine views across to the Chevin.
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informal access to the meadows and beyond

Views within the area looking back over the town

Beyond Morrison’s supermarket is the area where the historic group of buildings including
Babington Hospital, Herbert Strutts School and lodges provide a setting and contribute to the
historical and visual importance of the study area. At the northern end of the study area is an
equally important relationship with East Mill which dominates views from within the study and
conveys a powerful historical and visual relationship with the area.
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East Mill dominates the view

Moving away from the urban activity towards the River Derwent there is a wide section of open
meadow land which is dominated by views towards the backdrop of the countryside and back
towards the town. There is limited access from the town to the meadows and only informal
footpaths including a path that follows the line of the former carriage driveway to the former
Bridge Hill House. Land to create a riverside parkland was bought by the Strutts in the 1850’s
and the carriage driveway constructed, with a bridge over the River Derwent.
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Character Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buildings are typically within the range of two and half storeys with the exception of
chapels, churches, former mills and factories
The buildings on Bridge Street maintain a sense of enclosure except where later
development has been set back from the frontage
Glimpses and oblique views down the alleys and through openings from the street
Wide vistas from Chapel Street
Uninterrupted views from within the Meadows both back towards the town and out to
the countryside
Remains of individual buildings in former gardens
Spaces created where development has not respected the frontage by maintaining a
building or wall
Later 20th century buildings lower architectural quality, poor street frontage, no
boundaries, developed in plots with no respect for the historic development pattern
Evidence of archways and former archways leading to back land
Limited access to back land areas remain
A valuable number of high quality buildings that make a positive contribution due to
their group value and relative intact features, boundaries and windows
Evidence of quality buildings in the former factories
Interesting and varied roofscape
Some rear facades visible
Green area, open spaces and trees
The river, the meadow and views to the Chevin Ridge

Rear view of buildings on Bridge Street with varied roof line
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Extent of Intrusion or damage
The study area suffers from a large number of intrusive features and additions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The creation of gaps in the street scene by the removal of walls and/or buildings
The interruption of the sense of enclosure by development that has been set back from
the frontage
Modern developments with an uncharacteristic relationship to the street
Volume of traffic on A6 leading to excessive noise level and constant movement
Signage and street clutter
Neglect of buildings and open areas giving a feeling of abandonment
Views across the valley interrupted by modern buildings and their horizontal emphasis
which is at variance with the vertical nature of the majority of the historic buildings
Access to the back areas interrupted by development
Insensitive boundary treatment
Back land area lack of a sense of purpose

Existence of neutral areas
There are some examples in the study area that are considered to be of a neutral quality –
these are representative of buildings that are not historic, do not add to the character of the
area and neither do they detract from the character. These include:
•
•
•

The Meadows residential development, other residential development off Bridge Street
and some of the leisure/sports buildings
The roundabout enhancement
Generally the public realm but would benefit from more locally distinctive surfaces and
detail

The Meadows residential development off Bridge Street
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Spirit of Place
The participants at the workshop were asked to record their response to the spirit of the place.
Here are some of those responses to the overall impression:
•
•
•
•
•

Edge of settlement
Transitional environment
Hub of the town
Hectic, busy through road
Contentment – wide vista

The overall impression and character of the study area is captured in these responses.

Problems, pressures and capacity for change
General condition
It is practical to consider the condition of the study area in 3 zones:
1. Historic edge of the town
2. Industrial/retail/sports activity
3. Meadows and riverside
Historic edge of the town zone The condition of the area is generally good. The extent of
intrusions or damage outlined in the character appraisal is a concern but overall the high
quality of the townscape and in many cases the resilient form of the buildings in the area has
stood the test of time. Some of the buildings require sympathetic maintenance and repair
should be a priority to maintain the quality and explore the full potential of the buildings and
how they could contribute to the future activity of the study area.
Industrial/retail/sports activity zone The condition of the area is very poor. The neglect and
abandonment of the buildings and the insensitive boundary treatment gives an unsightly and
unwelcoming appearance to the area. The former Thorntons factory complex includes a robust
building frontage building facing Derwent Street with evidence of an equally interesting and
solid building at the rear with evidence of architectural embellishment giving the building which
is partially hidden by unsightly additions.
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Meadow and riverside zone The condition of the area is reasonably good. The meadow is
within a floodplain and has provided an area of recreation for residents and visitors to the
town. The edge of the meadows is unkempt and neglected and the informal network of
footpaths are eroded and neglected. The River Derwent gives an attractive edge although it is
often hidden behind trees and undergrowth. The overall appearance of the meadows is of high
quality and enjoys 360* views.

Problems and pressures
The study area is the product of layers of development from the historic to the modern
additions and interventions. It has multiple uses including retail, light industrial, sport and
leisure, office, residential and all these have impacted on the area and contributed to the
quality and appearance. The following outlines the main problems and pressures:
•
•
•

•
•

Neglect of area conveying overall image of decline which will have a detrimental impact
on investment in the existing buildings and environment
Lack of physical links to the Meadows and River Derwent causing frustration and the
creation of informal paths
A6 carrying large amounts of traffic causing access difficulties, vehicular and pedestrian
conflict, a polluted and dirty environment. These factors all contribute to the creation of
an area which is not conducive to the setting of the historic buildings and inhibits
thriving business activity
The built environment has a poor interface with the countryside and views from within
the study area are interrupted by modern buildings forms
Empty buildings being allowed to decay with insensitive security fencing causing visual
and physical intrusion
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Capacity for change and recommendations
The area does have the capacity for change varying from small scale improvements to more
complex and substantial proposals requiring careful planning and designing. The following
identifies areas for improvement, ideas for enhancement and recommendations to recognise
the importance of the study area and future development pressure.
World Heritage Site
The Mission of the World Heritage Site is to conserve the unique and important cultural
landscape of the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site; to protect its outstanding universal
value, to interpret and promote its assets; and to enhance its character, appearance and
economic well-being in a sustainable manner. World Heritage status brings considerable
prestige to the area but carries with it no additional statutory controls. However, World
Heritage Site status is a key material factor which must be taken into account by local
authorities when making planning decisions. The WHS management group see their role to
seek to protect, enhance and promote and to be pro-active in managing the cultural and
working landscape and help to ensure that its special qualities are sustained and preserved for
future generations.
The location of the study area in the WHS can be regarded as an asset that will provide
opportunities to realise a change and not as a barrier or obstacle for growth and change. The
urban nature and quality of parts of the study area, the mixed occupancy of many of the
buildings and its integration within residential settlements, gives it a special quality. The WHS
has an economic function in helping secure the continued integrity of the buildings and to
explore and facilitate the refurbishment and upgrading of the more significant mill buildings.

Enhancement
A number of areas and spaces have been identified as currently having a negative impact on the
study area or are not realising their full potential and would benefit the area by having more
sympathetic treatment and being improved – the scale of these improvements vary according
to each site. The following ideas are indicative and intended as guidance.
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The Former Thornton’s Site
The significant site is the Thornton’s site where any redevelopment proposals should be
considered in terms of how the site and the existing buildings fit into the existing townscape
and what impact a redevelopment proposal would have on the character and visual dynamic of
the area. The site has a number of different components which require consideration
including:
•
•
•
•
•

rear access area including buildings on Bridge Street
the facade and mass of the former factory on Derwent Street
interface with other groups of buildings on Derwent Street
access to the site at the far end of Derwent street
access potential to the meadows and river side area

The facade to Derwent Street with side elevation facing into a rear courtyard

Rear view of buildings on Bridge Street and facade to Derwent Street
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The former factory building has the potential to be refurbished and upgraded to create a high
quality mixed use development offering a combination of visitor attractions, employment,
residential and retail uses. A key element could be a combined development utilising the
buildings on Bridge Street to gain additional interest and activity in a rear courtyard area.

Library site / formerly known as The Hollies
The building currently accommodating the library is one of the former large individual
properties that were set in a large garden area. The library use has required an area for parking
and servicing and has resulted in the frontage being opened and an informal pedestrian
connection provided leading from Bridge Street to the playing fields. If the site becomes vacant
following the relocation of the library then a development brief would help to achieve the
following townscape improvements:
•
•
•
•
•

enclosing of the frontage with a stone wall
landscaping of the street frontage including the retention of the tree
retention of the pathway including upgrading
landscaping of the rear area
retention of the view to East Mill

Rear view of The Hollies and view of East Mill from the footpath
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Public realm and boundary improvement
The examples of high quality paving in Chapel Street and the associated walls around the
Methodist Church and adjacent cottage must be maintained and due care and consideration
given to their quality and historic value. The pedestrian link between the Church and De
Bradelei’s is an historic pathway giving important access to the land at the rear. It is important
that this link is maintained and becomes a part of an improved network of links. The
proliferation of multiple surfaces and street clutter should be avoided and consideration should
be given to the removal of insensitive signage around the roundabout. In addition the
roundabout could be improved with a more sensitive treatment of the chevron detailing as
used elsewhere in the Borough.
Clear distinctions are needed between pedestrian areas and car trafficked areas in any future
development proposals. Any future development should include means of enclosure either by
developing to the frontage to the street or providing a suitable means of enclosure to reflect
the design and nature of the traditional walls.
Links and access points
Physical links from the east to the west of the site are currently very poor and form a barrier to
the ability of the residents and visitors to the town to enjoy the sporting facilities and the
benefits of the open space in the meadows and riverside. Where the links exist they are of an
informal nature, they are not maintained and they are not easily identified. An improved
network of links is required and this should include linking the lower part of the study area to
the A6 and beyond to strengthen links to the town centre.
Meadow/riverside Country Park
The contribution the meadows and the surrounding countryside make to the quality and
experience of the study site and the town of Belper cannot be overstated – it is fundamental to
its identity. The countryside is always present. A distinct individual character in the change
from town to countryside is essential if the town is to be a recognisable and separate entity.
The historic creation of a riverside parkland and construction of a carriage driveway, with a
bridge over the River Derwent should be recognised as to the significance of this area to the
setting of the town of Belper and its historic environment. The World Heritage Site status
should encourage the creation of a riverside country park and the opportunity taken to
enhance the cultural landscape.
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Views and vistas
The broad panoramic view experienced from Chevin ridge clearly demonstrates the drama of
the setting of the town and the value of the study area to the maintenance of this important
view. The scale and massing of the modern additions and interventions which were built in the
recent past in the study area had an unfortunate and unwelcome impact on the view and
should be taken as a guide for any future development to achieve a design that is respectful of
the nature and value of this view.
The present situation of dereliction and large horizontal mass buildings is harmful to the
character of the town and its setting. The assessment of the topography and landscape can give
an indication of where development might take place and where it should stop in order to
create a new boundary that is treated in a careful and considered way where the edge blend
with the landscape so that change from one to the other is gradual and almost imperceptible.
The views out of the study area to the countryside and beyond to Chevin ridge are invaluable to
providing a sense of delight and tranquillity to the setting of the town. Change the arrangement
and you change the character of the area. This applies as much to the wide open vistas
experienced at the vantage points in the area as to the glimpses and more restricted views
throughout the area.

Modern supermarket development with strong horizontal lines
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View from playing fields
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Design Guidance
To help guide and inform the development these are general design principles and objectives
which should help inform and guide future development proposals
•

Promote viable mixed use development which respects and recognises the proximity to the open
countryside, the heritage and the proximity to the town centre

•

Enhance the quality of the environment, especially with regard to the location of the site within the
Belper and Milford Conservation Area and the Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage site,

•

Maintain and enhance the existing formal and informal open space at the Meadows

•

Integrate the riverside with the town centre, both in terms of opening up views into and out of the site

•

Strengthen the connection both visual and physical between the town centre and the site

•

Diversify the general activity being offered in the whole of the town centre

•

Address issues of access through the town centre both vehicular, pedestrian and cyclists

•

Accommodate parking for cars and coaches

•

Scale and massing of future development to respect the sensitive location of the site

•

Buildings and spaces that are fit for the purpose and respond to the surroundings

•

Places that are designed for all to use and promote community inclusion and cohesion

•

A network of streets and quality open spaces

•

Pedestrian links from Bridge Street through to the Meadows and beyond to open countryside

•

Building units that are flexible and capable of accommodating a variety of uses

•

Views of the open countryside through the site and views back into the town beyond Bridge Street

•

Height and massing of the buildings should reinforce the built edge of the site and act to enclose the
street and open spaces

•

Design and detailing of the buildings should reflect vertical and horizontal patterns, rooflines

•

Materials should respect the historic examples used locally
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